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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 

Approximation algorithms are widely used for 
problems related to computational geometry, complex 
optimization problems, discrete min-max problems and 
NP-hard and space hard problems. Due to the complex 
nature of such problems, imperative languages are 
perhaps not the best-suited solution when it comes to 
their actual implementation. Functional languages like 
Haskell could be a good candidate for the 
aforementioned mentioned issues. Haskell is used in 
industries as well as in commercial applications, e.g., 
concurrent applications, statistics, symbolic math and 
financial analysis. Several approximation algorithms 
have been proposed for different problems that 
naturally arise in the DNA clone classifications. In this 
thesis, we have performed an initial and explorative 
study on applying functional languages for 
approximation algorithms. Specifically, we have 
implemented a well known approximate clustering 
algorithm both in Haskell and in Java and we discuss 
the suitability of applying functional languages for the 
implementation of approximation algorithms, in 
particular for graph theoretical approximate clustering 
problems with applications in DNA clone classification. 
We also further explore the characteristics of Haskell 
that makes it suitable for solving certain classes of 
problems that are hard to implement using imperative 
languages.  

 
Keywords: Approximation algorithms, functional 
languages, imperative languages, bipartite graph, 
Haskell.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 
Clustering problems have received a lot of attention recently (see e.g., [21, 23, 25, 
26,27,28,29, 30]. Generally clustering problems refer to a set of problem in which we intend 
to divide our data (e.g., text, numbers, pictures, nodes, people, etc) in different groups or 
clusters. Formation of cluster and populating any cluster may depend upon the problem 
underlying. [23] Grouping (clustering) criteria may depend upon some “similarity test” for 
data items. Data items that are “similar” to each other may be kept into one cluster or even 
totally opposite.  
 
In this thesis, we will consider a specific subset of clustering problems that has been proven 
to be NP-hard. Specifically, we will consider the problem of clustering binarized fingerprints 
with at most p missing values (CMV(p) for short) which arises very naturally in the problem 
of characterizing DNA clone libraries, especially in the so called oligonucleotide 
fingerprinting method [21]. CMV(p) is a combinatorial optimization problem where one tries 
to identify clusters and resolve the missing values in the fingerprints simultaneously. The 
objective is to minimize the cardinality of the partition and the motivation behind is the 
minimum description length (MDL) principle (or Occam's razor) which makes it natural to 
consider the problem of partitioning the fingerprints into the smallest number of clusters, 
each consisting of similar fingerprint vectors. Furthermore, this approach is also consistent 
with the hypothesis that bio-molecular diversity is a precious resource [31]. The CMV(p) 
problem was first considered in [31] where it was shown to be NP-hard for p > 3 and 
polynomially solvable for p = 1. In [21] it was shown to be NP-hard also for p = 2. 
Furthermore, a factor min(1 + ln n, 2 + p ln l) approximation algorithm for the CMV(p) 
problem was proposed in [21]. The aforementioned approximation algorithm runs in time 
O(nl2^p) , where n is the number of binarized fingerprints, and l is the length of the 
fingerprint vector [21]. Note that for p = O(log n), the aforementioned algorithm runs in 
polynomial time. 
 
Hence, one possible technique to attack the aforementioned clustering problem is by 
designing approximation algorithms [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, and 30]. By using approximation 
algorithms it could be possible to get a near optimal solution for a computational “hard” 
problem.  By using approximation algorithm, one will guarantee to solve the problem but 
solution may differ from optimal solution with not a great degree [11]. 
 
The main aim of our thesis is to conduct an explorative study on advantages in using 
functional programming implementing approximation algorithms; in particular we will 
consider approximation algorithms for approximate clustering problems. Pure functional 
languages not only provide the general computational solutions, but also well because of 
their purity [1]. These languages encourage the mathematical thinking to its users. We have 
implemented the approximation algorithm proposed in [21] for clustering problem in 
Haskell. Because Haskell is a general purpose and non-strict purely functional language that 
can be used to implement the approximation algorithms and these algorithms are proposed 
for the different problems that naturally arise in the DNA clone classification. 
  
Moreover, the approximate clustering algorithm in proposed in [21] is also implemented in 
an imperative language, more specifically, we choose Java here. The purpose of 
implementing the solution in Java was to compare the difference of thinking and modeling 
the problem because as we have read before that Haskell gives the natural and mathematical 
way of thinking. 
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Specifically, our thesis is an effort to investigate the suitability of functional languages for 
solution of approximation problems and implementation of some approximation algorithms 
using functional language. We are going to explore characteristics of functional language 
(e.g., Haskell), that make it suitable for solving certain classes of problems and 
implementing some problems that are hard to implement using imperative languages. 

 
Furthermore, the importance of our study follows from the observation that approximation 
algorithms are often found in undergraduate courses in applied mathematics at universities 
(see e.g., 22). Hence, we believe that our initial study on the suitability of using functional 
programming in courses on approximation algorithms could be helpful in the design of 
courses on algorithms, in particular approximation algorithms.  
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CHAPTER 1: PROBLEM DEFINITION/GOALS 
 

 

1.1 Research discipline and application area 

 
This research topic lies in the discipline of Computer Science and is related to the 
implementation of approximation algorithms for different areas of active research in general 
and to solve clustering [21] and complex mathematical problems specifically in pure 
functional programming language like Haskell.  
 
Haskell is used in industries as well as in commercial applications e.g. concurrent 
applications, statistics, symbolic math and financial analysis [5]. 
 
Haskell can also be used to implement the approximation algorithms, and these algorithms 
are possible solutions for the different problems that naturally arise in the DNA clone 
classification [4]. 
 
Research discipline and application area are relevant and a matter of interest for many 
researchers. These days, functional languages are used and benefited in vast areas of research 
and study. With all the issues of scalability, portability, support and availability functional 
languages are better fit for massive parallel systems, large real-time systems [3] (computer 
games, stock market applications, avionic control software), pattern matching problems etc. 
 
Approximation algorithms are widely used in the problems related to computational 
geometry, complex optimization problems, discrete min-max problems and NP-hard and 
space hard problems. The complex nature of such problems makes use of imperative 
languages not very useful for their solution. Functional languages (Haskell in our case) are 
good candidates for above mentioned issues [7]. 
 
Our study is an effort to show suitability of functional languages for solution of 
approximation problems and implementation of some approximation problems using 
functional language (Haskell). 

 
1.2 Challenge/Problem focus 

 

1.2.1 Problems or Research Questions  

 
The research questions of this thesis are as follows. 
 

1. Investigating how to implement approximate clustering problems. 
2. Investigate suitability of functional languages for approximation algorithms. 
3. Implementation of approximation algorithms, in particular approximate clustering 

problems, using functional language. 
 

Keeping emphasis on these research questions, we are going to explore characteristics of 
functional language (Haskell) that make it suitable for solving certain classes of problems 
and implementing some problems that less suitable to implement using imperative 
languages. 

 
1.2.2 Why problem or questions are important 

 
The importance of our study follows from the observation that approximation algorithms are 
often found in undergraduate courses in applied mathematics at universities (see e.g., 22). 
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Hence, we believe that our initial study on the suitability of using functional programming in 
courses on approximation algorithms could be helpful in the design of courses on algorithms, 
in particular approximation algorithms. 
 
Furthermore, approximation algorithms act as heart of problem solving techniques for many 
real life, academic, industrial and research problems including K-Median Problems 
(Operational Research), Optimal tree width [8] for graph (Graph Theory), Computational 
Geometry (Mathematics) and Optimization Problems. Implementation and suitability of 
functional languages for many of these problems can facilitate research on different areas.  
 
Suitability of functional languages for solving approximation problems is in itself a big issue 
and we believe that possibly it can open new dimensions of study in the aforementioned 
field. This new dimension can give researchers an edge to deal with complex problems. 
Implementations of approximate clustering problems in graphs are also very important in the 
field of theoretical computer sciences [25, 26,27,28,29, and 30]. 

 

1.3 Goal/Results 

 

1.3.1 Our Contribution 

 
We have implementation of one well-studied approximate clustering algorithm using 
Haskell. Furthermore, we have performed an identification of functional language 
characteristics, which make them suitable for implementing approximation algorithms, in 
particular approximate clustering problems. 
 
We believe that our contribution could be of scientific value since as we mentioned earlier, 
approximation algorithms act as heart of problem solving techniques for many NP-hard 
problems. In computer science approximation algorithms can be used to solve NP-hard 
optimization problems. These approximation algorithms give the guarantee on quality of 
solution. 
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND 
 

2.1 Functional Programming 
 
Functional programming, also known as applicative programming can be described as: “In 

which computation is carried out entirely through the evaluation of expressions, is one such 

family of languages, and debates over its merits have been quite lively in recent years” [1]. It 
can be used for reliably developing programs, for analyzing programs and to confirm the 
correctness of the programs [2]. These days, functional languages are used and benefited in 
vast areas of research and study. With all the issues of scalability, portability, support and 
availability functional languages are better fit for massive parallel systems, large real-time 
systems [3] (computer games, stock market applications, avionic control software), pattern 
matching problems etc.  
 
Functional programming is important due to the following reasons:  [2] 
 

1. Functional programming provides the assignment less programming. When a 
computer executes any functional program, then actually it is doing assignments but 
all this is not visible to programmer. The main advantage of assignment less 
programming is that these programs are easy to understand. It provides the quicker 
and concise way to write computer programs. It also improves the programming 
style of programmer.  

2.  It provides the mechanism, which gives the confidence to programmer to think at 
higher level of abstraction. It gives the encouragement to programmer to work with 
the larger units not on individual statements.  

3. It provides the paradigm to write programs for the parallel computers.  This support 
for parallel architecture is very good when there are some limitations e.g. computer 
speed limits. This speed is then gained by using parallel machines.  

4. It provides good structure for Artificial Intelligence programs. As we know that most 
of the AI programs are written in LISP and PROLOG, and study of functional 
programming provides the very good introduction to LISP. Both LISP and PROLOG 
contain many characteristics of functional programming language.  

5. Functional programming is very good choice to implement the prototype for any 
system. The main advantage of prototype is to verify the given specifications. We 
can change the specification in start if some thing is wrong with prototype. This 
prototype can also be used for comparison with later implementations.    

6. One other reason for the importance of functional programming is that, it is 
connected with theoretical computer science. One can view different questions 
related to programming e,g. choice of framework, best possible options for specific 
problem etc.  

 
Pure functional languages not only provide the general computational solutions, but also well 
because of their purity [1]. These languages encourage the mathematical thinking to its users. 
Lambda calculus provides the foundation for these languages, which gives the concrete 
theoretical base and a simple model for computation [6].  
 
In functional programming, it is not possible to modify the value of any variable; also 
looping is achieved by using recursion as shown in a factorial example below [6]:  
 

n! = 0 if n = 0  
  n! = n(n -1)! Otherwise 

 
In functional language this can be calculated by using following way.  
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 Let factorial (n) =  
  If  n == 0 then 1 
  else n* factorial (n-1)  
 
In imperative language (like C), solution of above factorial can be implemented as 
 
  int  fac( int n ){ 
  int prod = 1; 
  for ( int i = 0 ; i <= n ; i++ ) 
  prod = prod * I; 
  }  
 
If we compare the above two implementations, in functional language we have use recursion 
to achieve the looping. But in other implementation we have use for-loop, and factorial is 
calculated by tracing the modification made in variable “prod”.  
Another property of functional languages is that “like can be replaced by like” as shown 
below 
    

f (z) + f (z)   
  Let us suppose x = f(z) 
  So  x + x 
 
Above we have replaced the actual occurrence of f (z) with x. This is only done because, it is 
fact that declaration x = f (z) represents an equation in functional language and this is not 
case in imperative languages.   
Most of the functional languages also provide support to functions that can take some other 
functions as parameters/arguments and returns functions as a return value.   
      

2.2 Evolution of Functional Languages 

 
Brief evolution of functional programming languages are described below: 

 
2.2.1 Lambda Calculus 

 
Lambda calculus [1] is considered as the first functional language. It was [9] developed by 
Alonzo Church and Stephen Cole Kleene in 1930s. It provides the basic foundation for the 
Lisp. In early age of the Lisp development, Lambda calculus did not have much impact on it. 
But with the passage of time Lisp starts to advance towards lambda calculus ideals. Initially 
lambda calculus was developed to examine function definition; applications developed using 
function and recursion, but as time passed it can be used as a very useful instrument to check 
the different problems that arise in computability or recursion theory [9].  
 
After lambda calculus some other functional languages like LISP, APL, FP etc were 
introduced. But we have skip these in this report because don’t want to include extra details, 
so we quickly move to the Haskell that we have use for implementation in our theses.   

 

2.2.2 Haskell 

 
Haskell is general purpose and non strict purely functional language. Haskell was introduced 
in 1987 and from that date it is evolving considerably [19]. Haskell is a typeful programming 
language. Its brief history is given below. 
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In September 1987 a meeting was arranged in Portland during the conference on Functional 
Programming Languages and computer architecture. The purpose of meeting was to discuss 
the unstable situation of functional languages. It was decided at that time to increase number 
of users for functional programming we must design a language which gives the faster 
execution of ideas, provides the strong base for application development. This meeting was 
the first step towards the development of Haskell. After this another meeting was arranged in 
January 1988 at Yale. [18] At that time following goals was defined for new language [18 
and 20]: 
 

1. It must be appropriate for teaching, for research purposes. 

2. It must support the development of large system/Applications. 

3. It formal syntax and semantics must be explain with the help of publications. 

4. It must be freely available to everyone and anyone have rights to implement the 

language.  

5. It must be suitable for further research of language. 

Another multi day meeting was called at University of Glasgow in April 1988 to discuss the 
some open issues. In this meeting some decisions were made like Hudak and Wadler will be 
the editor of first Haskell Report (Report on the Programming Language Haskell, A Non-
Strict, Purely Functional Language). After this meeting, two WG2.8 meetings were called. 
First WG2.8 meeting were called in Glasgow on July 1988 and second WG2.8 was held in 
Mystic USA in May 1989. [18] 
 
Hudak and Wadler edited a 125 page report on the Haskell version 1.0 and it was published 
in April 1990. At that time a mailing list was also created and opens this mailing list for 
everyone. After this in August 1991 Haskell version 1.1 (153 pages) was published, this 
process continue and in February 1999 Haskell 98 report was published. This report was 
edited by Peyton Jones and Hughes. In December 2002 a revised report on Haskell 98 was 
published.  Researchers are doing research to improve the Haskell qualities. [18]  

 

2.2.2.1 Goals and Principles for Haskell design: 

 
Main design principles for Haskell were: [18] 
 

1. Haskell is a lazy language and have non strict semantics. Order of evolution in 

Haskell is based on demand.  

2. Programs written in pure language have fewer side effects. Haskell is pure because it 

is a lazy language.  

3. Type classes characteristics distinctive Haskell with other languages. Wadler 

introduce these type classes in Haskell on 24 February 1988. In start theses classes 

get the motivation from numeric operator overloading and equality. The approach 

used to solve this above problem was completely different that was used in Miranda 

and SML.  

4. In start it was the goal, to produce the language in which type system and semantics 

will be formally defined. Their aim was to give a language that has complete formal 

definition, but this goal was not achieved. When report on Haskell was published it 

uses the traditional definitions.  
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5. As described earlier that this language was designed by a committee, that’s why it is 

called a committee language.   

6. Haskell is considered as beautiful and cool language. 

7. To construct design for any software, there are always two possible options.  First 

option is to make design very simple that has no deficiencies and second option is to 

make design that is complicated without any deficiencies. Both these methods are 

different with each other. Main purpose for the development of Haskell is to design a 

language will be better choice for both teaching and research purposes.  

Haskell is used in industries as well as in commercial applications e.g. concurrent 
applications, statistics, symbolic math and financial analysis [5]. Haskell can also be used to 
implement the approximation algorithms, and these algorithms are best solution for the 
different problems that naturally arise in the DNA clone classification [4]. 

 

2.3 DNA array data analysis  
 
Deoxyribo Nucleic Acid (DNA) is genetic material inside any cell. DNA is used to define 
the Genetic characteristics of any human being. Now a days DNA is used in modern society. 
Study of DNA is used in fields like to solve crime cases, to solve ethnicity issues and also 
used to resolve the immigration arguments. Creation of plants and animals for enhanced 
characteristics also benefited from this study. For prediction purposes we can use this DNA 
study e.g. to predict the health of any human in future is possible thorough this study.  
 
According to [24], DNA clone clustering is a technique that can be used to find the 
likelihood of any genetic materials. This technique helps the scientists to find out whether 
some genetic material belongs to a particular individual or a group or not. This study 
provides the benefits for crime controlling agencies, health department, research persons, 
and immigration and paternity experts; easier. Best use of DNA clone clustering technique is 
in forensic medicine. 
 

2.3.1 Oligonucleotide fingerprinting 
 
Oligonucleotide fingerprinting is considered as a powerful DNA array based technique for 
the characterization of cDNA and ribosomal RNA gene (rDNA) libraries. There are different 
applications of Oligonucleotide fingerprinting are: e.g. gene expression profiling and DNA 
clone classification. [29] 
 
DNA samples are organized in ordered form on a singe chip in DNA array. This provides for 
surface to match the DNA samples. Matching of different DNA samples based on the 
Watson Crick base pairing rule. Design of DNA array based on the application in use. In 
oligonucleotide fingerprinting technique, there are thousands of spots. It is possible that each 
spot contain different type of DNA sequences. These are also called clones. [29] 
 
Oligonucleotide fingerprinting method is considered as the one of the efficient method for 
characterization of DNA clone libraries. Oligonucleotide fingerprinting employee DNA 
arrays to characterize the DNA clone libraries. As it is stated earlier the most popular 
applications for this technique are gene expression profiling and classification of DNA 
clones. [29] 
 
Figueroa et al. [29] proposed a discrete approach for cluster analysis in the classification of 
microbial rDNA clones. In this proposed method reference values that are taken from the 
control DNA clones are used to normalize and binarize the oligonucleotide fingerprint data. 
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In this method every intensity value is categorized into 1, 0 and N. One (1) is for 
hybridization, zero (0) is for no hybridization and N is for unknown value. This unknown 
value is also known as the missing value [29], which should be resolved. 
 
 

2.4 NP-hard Problems 

 
Most natural optimization problems have been shown NP-hard, and hence, under the highly 
believed conjecture that P is not equal to NP, determining the exact solutions is too time 
consuming. 

 

2.4.1 The NP-hardness of CMV(p) 
 
The CMV(p) problem has been proved to be NP-hard for p > 3 and solvable in polynomial 
time for p = 1 [29]. In [21] it was proved that even for p = 2, CMV(p) is NP-hard, and this 
was proved by a reduction from the minimum vertex cover problem on planar, cubic, 3-
connected and triangle-free graphs, which is known to be NP-hard, to the CMV(2) problem.  

 

2.4.2 Solution for hard problems 

 
For a “computational hard” problem, we can take different options depending upon our 
requirements as follows. 

 

2.4.3 Relaxation on polynomial time solution 
 
We relax requirement to solve the problem in polynomial time. 
If we do not require solving a problem in polynomial time, then any algorithm that solves the 
problem will work. It is now no longer important to solve the problem in “reasonable” time. 
In real life such situation could be least preferable. 

 

 

2.4.4 Non generic solution 

 
A way for solving the “hard” problems is to get solution of some specific instance of the 
problem. Such solution does not solves all instances of the problem (hence it is not a generic 
solution) within required parameters of resources. In some situations such solution is 
preferable and solves the problem within required limits of time schedule. 

 

2.5 Approximation algorithm 

 
Approximation algorithm is another way to solve non-polynomial problems. By deploying 
approximation algorithms, we will get near-optimal solutions. However, the allowed degree 
of approximability varies among optimization problems. It is still very much reasonable to 
solve a problem in a way that for all instances of the problem solution does not deviate much 
from optimal solution. Using approximation algorithm, one will guarantee to solve the 
problem but solution may differ from optimal solution with not a great degree [11]. 
 
Consider the following definition provided in [10]. 
 
“Consider an arbitrary optimization problem. Let OPT(X) denotes the value of optimal 
solution for given input X, and let A(X) denotes the value of solution computed by algorithm 
A given the same input X. We say that A is an α-approximation algorithm if 
OPT(X)/A(X) ≤ α  and  A(X)/OPT(X) <= α” . 
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Approximation algorithms are widely used in the problems related to computational 
geometry, complex optimization problems, discrete min-max problems and NP-hard and 
space hard problems. The complex nature of such problems makes use of imperative 
languages not very useful for their solution. Functional languages (Haskell in our case) are 
good candidates for above mentioned issues [7]. 
 
Approximation algorithms act as heart of problem solving techniques for many real life, 
academic, industrial and research problems including K-Median Problems (Operational 
Research), Optimal tree width [8] for graph (Graph Theory), Computational Geometry 
(Mathematics) and Optimization Problems. Implementation and suitability of functional 
languages for many of these problems can facilitate research on different areas.  
 
Suitability of functional languages for solving approximation problems is in itself a big issue 
and it can open new dimensions of study in the said field. This new dimension can give 
researchers an edge for solving complex problems. Implementation of clustering problem in 
graphs and graph reduction problems are also very important in the field of theoretical 
computation. 

 

2.5.1 Approximation of CMV(p) 

 
In [21], Figueroa et al. have considered the greedy heuristics for CMV(p) and prove that a 
greedy strategy yields an approximation ratio of min(1 + ln n, 2 + p ln l). They also give 
some implementation details about how to carefully implement the greedy algorithm for 
CMV(p) in order to achieve a running time of O(nl2^p). Theorem 2 below, which was 
proved in [21], summarizes the results by Figueroa et al. in [21].  
 
Theorem 2 (Figueroa et al. [21]) 
CMV(p) can be approximated in time O(nl2^p) with ratio min(1 + ln n; 2 + p ln l). For p = 
O(log n) the approximation algorithm runs in polynomial time. 
 
For more details on the algorithm, see [21]. 

 

2.6 Graphs theory 

 
A graph [12 and 13] G can be described as an ordered pair G = (V,E), where V represents the 
vertices or nodes of the graph G and E shows the edges or lines which can be used to connect 
the nodes in graph. Usually graph can be shown by drawing dots or points [14], these dots 
represent the vertices and two dots are then joined with a line which is called edge in graph. 
Joining the different vertices in graph based on the some given information; consider the 
figure below which represents the simplest form of graph.  

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                    
2 4 

1 

3 
5 7 

6 

Fig 1: The graph on V= {1, . . . , 7} with edge set  
E = {{1,2},{1,5},{2,5},{3,4},{5,7}} 
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In the figure above 1,2,3…..7 represents the vertices and lines between them shows the 
edges. In graph theory if G is representing graph then vertex set of graph is written as     
V(G) and edge set is written as E(G). [12] 

 

2.6.1 Order of Graph 

 
For any graph G, number of vertices shows the order of the graph, and on the bases of its 
order it may be categorized as finite and infinite graphs. Any graph that has order 0 or 1 is 
called trivial graph. [12]  

  

2.6.2 Degree of Vertex 

 
In graph theory, degree of vertex shows the number of edges that are going-out from that 
vertex plus edges coming-in to the vertex, or we can say that number of incident edges for 
any vertex. This degree can be denoted by deg(v), where “v” represents the vertex in graph 
G. There is also maximum and minimum degree. These maximum and minimum degrees are 
represented by ∆(G) and δ(G) respectively. [15] 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Above figure 2 represents a graph, in which vertices are labeled with the degree of vertex. 
Maximum degree in this graph is 4 and minimum degree is 0. If a vertex has degree 0 then 
this is called an isolated vertex, in figure 2 vertex labeled with 0 is isolated vertex.  Also any 
vertex with degree 1 is called leaf vertex and edge with that vertex is called pendant edge. In 
figure 2 , {4, 1} is pendant edge.   

 

2.6.3 Types of Graph 

 
There are different types of graph exists, but most common types are undirected and directed 
graphs: [15] 

1 

4 

2 
3 

3 

1 

2 

0 

Fig 2: Graph with vertices labeled by degree 
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2.6.4 Undirected graphs 

 
In undirected graph direction is not shown on the edges. Figure 1 and 2 are the best example 
of undirected graphs. In undirected graph degree of vertex is the number of 
contiguous/neighboring edges. If there is a loop in graph then this loop will counted two 
times, because each edge in undirected graph has two end points.  
For any undirected graph G with vertices V and edges E degree sum formula will be,  
 

∑ deg (υ) = 2| E |  
                                   υєV 
 
This degree sum formula also known as the handshaking theorem.  

 
2.6.5 Directed graphs 

 
In directed graph each edge in graph has direction. An arrow may be used to show the 
direction of any edge.  Figure 3 is an example of directed graph. In this figure an arrow is 
used to show the direction of each edge. Each edge has two different endpoints: end with 
arrow is called head and end without arrow is called tail. In directed graphs degree of vertex 
is different from undirected graphs. In these graphs we have concept of indegree and 
outdegree. Indegree shows the total number of edges that ends with head and outdegree 
means total number of edges with tail. 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mathematically indegree and outdegree can be denoted by deg ¯  (v) and deg + (v) 
respectively. If we see the figure 3 then we have to know that each vertex in graph is labeled 
with two values, first value shows the incoming edges and second value shows the outgoing 
edges. E.g edge labeled with (2, 0) means that it has two in-coming edges and zero out-going 
edges.  
 
For any directed graph G with vertices V and edges E, degree sum formula will be: 
 

 ∑ deg + (υ) =  ∑ deg ¯  (υ) = | E | .  
                                   υєV                      υєV 
 

 

 

2, 0 

2, 2 

0, 2 

1, 1 

Fig 3: A directed graph with vertices labeled (in-
degree, out-degree) 
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2.6.6 Bipartite graphs 

 
In bipartite graph vertices are divided into sets. A graph is said to be Bipartite if every edge 
ends in different class or partition, also vertex in same class/partition must not be adjacent. 
Let r >= 2 is an integer then a graph G = (V, E) is called r-partite if V agrees in its partition 
into all r classes. [12 and 16] Figure 4 below is an example of bipartite graph. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.6.7 Complete bipartite graph 

  
For any graph G with two vertex set V1 and V2. If every vertex of V1 is connected to the 
every vertex of V2 then G is called complete bipartite graph. This can be denoted by Ks,r 
where s = |V1| and r = |V2|. Figure 5 shows a complete bipartite graph with K3,3 where sets 
are V1 = {a1,a2, a3} and V2 = {b1, b2, b3} . [16]  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.7 Imperative languages: 

 
Definition of Imperative languages depends upon the following characteristics [17]: 
 

• In imperative languages by default statements are executed step by step. In simple 
we can say that statement execution is always sequential.  

• In theses languages execution order is very important, expected results depends upon 
the correct order of statements.  

• During program writing if programmer assigns value to any variable, this will 
destroy its previous value. 

• It is a duty of programmer to control issues like, to declare variables, to allocate 
memory and to control transfer.  

Fig 4: Two 3-partite graphs 

b3 

b2 

b1 

a2 

a3 

a1 

Fig 5: Complete bipartite graph with K3,3 
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Imperative languages are popular because programs written in these languages have higher 
execution speed then other languages. Also imperative paradigms are much established. The 
majority of imperative languages are compiled base, some old language (e.g BASIC and 
APL) are based on interpreter.  

 

2.7.1 Foundation Imperative Languages: 

 
Imperative languages e.g FORTRAN, ALGOL 60 and COBOL provides the foundation for 
today’s all new imperative languages. Some brief history of these languages is as follows: 
[17] 

 
FORTRAN (The IBM Mathematical FORmula TRANslating system) 
 
FORTRAN is a powerful mathematical language, it was developed in 1955. Now a day it is 
used to solve numerical problems. Development of FORTRAN was also an attempt towards 
the improvement/advancement of assembly language.  
 
ALGOL 60 (AL GOrithmic Language 1960) 
 
Joint European America committee developed ALGOL in 1950s. At that time it was first 
block structured language, also this was first language in which Backus Nor form (BNF) 
was used to define its syntax.  
 
COBOL (COmmon  Bussiness Oriented Laguage) 
 
A committee of computer manufacturers in United States developed COBOL in 1950s. This 
is very powerful language for data processing. It main purpose for development was to 
process large data-files.  
 
Figure 6 (Family tree) below gives some basic idea of imperative languages and their 
relationship. [17] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 6: Relationship between common imperative programming languages. [17] 
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Currently most of the imperative languages like Ada and Pascal are based on ALGOL 60. 
Also there are also some other imperative languages those follow the C style programming, 
these language are Object Oriented language C++ and Java. Some imperative languages are 
for specific purpose, but C is a general purpose language, because of its general purpose 
nature it is widely used in industry.  
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 
 

3.1 Research framework 
 
In online Encarta World English Dictionary framework can be defined as “a set of ideas 

principles, agreements, or rules that provides the basis or the outline for something that is 

more fully developed at large stage”.[1] 
 
In general terminology a framework is a model or a structure that is used to take a common 
approach for the solution of complex, scientific and research oriented problems. It provides a 
way to conceptualize any given problem in terms of common understandable concepts and 
ideas. It also provides a set of common terminologies for communication among members of 
problem solution team. 
 
Research framework gives us the basic structure to design and conceptualize research. These 
frameworks are good because they are helpful to give the answers the different questions 
like, what is the nature of research questions that are under study, how these research 
questions are formulated etc. These frameworks provides in depth understanding about the 
problem that is under observation, also helps in interpreting result data and during 
conclusion writing.  
 
According to Eisenhart [2], there are three types of frameworks: theoretical, practical, and 
conceptual.  
 

1. Theoretical Framework: Purpose of theoretical framework is to give the guidance to 
maintain the research activities on the formal theory. This framework based on 
previous research.  

 
2. Practical framework: A philosopher Michael Scriven [3] defines the practical 

framework as; it guides that researcher by using different words like”what works”.  
This framework does not depend upon the formal theories, but this depends upon the 
previous finding or knowledge of practitioners. One important drawback of practical 
frameworks is that it depends on insiders.  

 
3. Conceptual framework: Eisenhart, [2 and 4] define the conceptual framework as “a 

skeletal structure of justification, rather than a skeletal structure of explanation”. 
 

3.2 Conceptual Framework 
 
Conceptual framework contains certain features that make it a best choice for explorative 
and other mathematical related research problems. Idea behind this explorative study is 
explore a new dimension of a functional programming language (Haskell). According to 
[32], conceptual framework consists of components that are unique in nature and are quite 
different from traditional theoretical or practical frameworks. Components of conceptual 
frameworks include: 
 
3.2.1 No dependence on a single theory 
 
Conceptual framework in contrast with traditional theoretical framework does not rely on a 
single or limited number of theories within the concerned research area. It benefits from 
various resources and theories related to research area that can be some way used to prove 
the validity of research methodology. These resources and research studies are far-ranging 
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covering different aspects of study area. These theories act as a knowledge platform over 
which problem solution is going to be built. 
 
It is researcher’s duty to use that vast knowledge base (vast ranging theories in research area) 
in a way that irrelevant data (or even less relevant data) is some way discarded and 
researcher concludes the arguments that are valid specific to problem under study. 
Structuring a specific problem over arguments used in large number of research problems is 
a key feature of conceptual framework. 
 
Problem under study (functional approximation towards approximation algorithms) is based 
on concepts from various fields (functional programming approach, approximation 
algorithms, graph theory, greedy approach, imperative language and object oriented 
programming concepts). It is quite valid for our study to come up with arguments that are 
supporting for our study results and discarding others that do not seem to be relevant. We 
have discussed related ideas and concepts in our “Introduction” and “Background” chapters 
of this document.  
 
3.2.2 Involving various aspects of practitioner’s knowledge 
 
Practitioner uses his own knowledge from various aspects to come up with arguments that 
are acceptable for readers. Knowledge should be based on either well accepted theories in 
the research area or it should be based on researcher’s practices. 
 
If knowledge is based on well accepted theories then using that knowledge as an argument is 
always accepted but if it depends on practitioner’s own practice then he/she should be able to 
argue about the validity and generality of results. 
 
In this study we (research study participants) have used different aspects of our knowledge 
within our study area. Usage of sound references shows the relevance and acceptability of 
arguments with existing knowledge body and usage of examples to illustrate validity of our 
practices also show the validity of our practices. Examples used are based on two different 
types of languages (Java and Haskell). Both languages are not very new and have large user 
bases. 
 
Now we can argument the validity of our results as both Java and Haskell can be presented 
as representatives of their categories and their syntax and construction rules are well 
understood by large user bases. 

 

3.2.3 Practitioner’s arguments to address a certain problem 
 
This important component of conceptual framework is about combination of various 
research studies and practitioner’s own knowledge. Practitioner should be able to use his 
own knowledge (both theoretical and practical) with help of well accepted theories to come 
up with arguments that are acceptable as scientific findings. 
 
We (as practitioners) have presented different arguments in this study that support our main 
idea (functional programming languages can be very helpful to solve approximation 
algorithms, in particular approximate clustering algorithms). All these arguments are either 
presented using their relevance with well accepted research theories or are presented using 
solid programming languages. With support of all arguments that are used in this study, final 
idea can conceived that functional programming language (Haskell) can be used to solve 
approximation algorithm with different gains (efficiency, ease of syntax, algebraic data types 
etc). 
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3.3 Data validation.  
 

The validity for the chosen framework is context dependent, which is its strength considering 
the implications of the research. This method is found to be relevant and useful in an 
explorative study with the present aim to identify critical aspects of a lecture that may 
account for its quality. The framework will be partially based on the analytic categories, 
notions, and results that emerged from the literature reviewed in the previous sections [32]. 
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CHAPTER 4: DATA COLLECTION 
 

 4.1 Preparation Work 

 
To write this thesis we have done a deep literature survey to find out the work which 
is already done and also any material that is written on the topic which is being 
researched here.  
 
4.2 Technology choice 

 
During the literature search for our thesis, we also have tried to search the technology 
that we shall use for the development for our problem which is under research. Our 
focus was to find the technology that fulfills several criteria to achieve the required 
goal.  
 
For the development purpose of the approximation algorithms we have chosen pure 
functional language, i.e., Haskell. We have chosen Haskell because it provides the 
natural way of thinking. “Hugs” compiler is used to execute code written in Haskell 
language. There are also some other reasons of choosing Haskell which are discussed 
in background section of thesis.  
 
We also performed the implementation in an imperative language, i.e., Java. This is 
done because of comparison purpose between pure functional languages and 
imperative languages.  
 

4.3 Relevance, Originality, and Validity of Study 

 
We have established the relevance, originality and validity of our study through valid 
references of related research work in computer science. We have benefited latest 
research papers, textbooks, conference data and presentations on functional 
languages and/or approximation algorithms. We have kept our study in complete 
relevance with existing knowledge body. To the best of our knowledge, there exists 
no comparative study on suitability of functional programming for approximation 
algorithms, in the special case of approximate clustering algorithms. 
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 

 
This part of study contains references and relationship of this study with previous work in 
this field, our own contribution, algorithm and its explanation, findings of our study and 
future work that can be done in this field. 
 
5.1 Previous Work 

 
Much work has been done in the fields of functional programming languages, approximation 
algorithms, DNA clone clustering problems and greedy algorithms [1,2,6,18,20,24,29] so the 
problem and problem solving method is not new for computer science researchers. 
Functional programming languages have existed in the field of computer science for a while 
and proven their relative advantages.  
 
According to [2], Haskell is a functional programming language that has been developed on 
the principles of “do less, get more” providing higher level of abstraction for programmers 
and software architects, its structure that makes it suitable for solving many Artificial 
Intelligence related problems, its strength for developing problem prototype, its connection 
with mature and well understood computer science theory. Haskell provides a different way 
of thinking for programmers and this way is suitable for many computer science problems, 
especially for many problems that cannot be solved efficiently using imperative languages 
like C, C++, Java etc. Haskell promotes and encourages mathematical thinking and avoids 
complicated details of object oriented methodology that researchers find hard to understand 
easily. Haskell has been used by researchers and programmers for different projects and have 
shown its relative benefits.  
 
DNA fingerprints are nothing new to researchers and there exist many problems that are 
based of study of DNA fingerprints. This technique has been used to study genetic material 
[24] and has been proven very beneficial to solve many problems including guilt of accused, 
ethnicity issues, immigration arguments and creation of high quality plants/animals. DNA 
clone clustering technique is used in forensic medicine and many other research problems. 
Many algorithms provide solutions of DNA clone clustering problem including the one that 
we have implemented which was provided by Figueroa et al. in [21]. 
 
Greedy algorithms are very famous method for solving a certain type of problems and have 
been used many famous problems including money counting, greedy scheduling, 1/0 
knapsack, greedy shortest path finding in graphs and many more. Greedy algorithms are 
useful in solving typical kind of iterative decision making problems. Greedy approach takes 
best possible choice for each step (iteration) without taking care of its affect of overall 
solution (hoping that local optimum solution will lead to global optimum solution that is not 
the case for always).  
 
A lot of study has been done in field of Approximation Algorithms. Many NP hard problems 
that do cannot be solved in polynomial using other approaches, approximation algorithms 
come with an optimum or near optimum solution for them [8]. Approximation algorithms do 
not guarantee to provide optimal solution but there is mostly little compromise that makes it 
suitable for solving such problems. 
 

5.2 Our Contribution 

 
Underlying problem (DNA Clone Clustering with Missing Values) is solved using greedy 
approximation algorithm by using a functional programming language (Haskell) [ see 
Appendix B] and an imperative language (Java) [ see Appendix A]. Emphasis is to 
investigate the characteristics and differences of implementation using imperative and 
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functional languages with respect to the aforementioned features, namely syntax, way of 
thinking, list/set operation, pattern matching etc. These features were selected by us during 
the implementation of our approximation algorithm in imperative and functional languages. 
We observe these features during the implementation of under studied problem.  
 
The idea behind this explorative study is to find suitability and relative advantages of a kind 
of programming technique (object oriented or functional) for a typical graph problem. 
Furthermore this study explores the suitability of two commonly used programming 
paradigms for researchers in applied mathematics. 
 

5.3 Algorithm Explanation 

 
We have implemented the problem of DNA fingerprints clustering with missing values with 
maximum number of missing values in a cluster as 2. Value 2 is taken just to ensure that 
number of resolved fingerprints, for an unresolved fingerprint remains less (maximum 4 in 
this case). The algorithm proposed in [21] is simple and clear. It involves three sets A, B and 
E. Set B contains unresolved fingerprints (given data), set A contains resolved fingerprints 
for all unresolved fingerprints in B. Set E contain edges between unresolved fingerprints and 
their corresponding resolved fingerprints. Since no edge can exist among fingerprints of 
same set (A or B), sets (A+B, E) form a bipartite graph. 
 
The Greedy Clustering algorithm below is proposed by Figueroa et al. in [21]. The 
Construction of H = (A;B;E) algorithm below is also proposed by Figueroa et al. in [21].  For 
more details on the algorithms, see [21]. 
 
 
Algorithm Construction of H = (A;B;E) (Figureoa et al. [21]) 
1 A := Ø; 
2 B := F 
3 E := Ø; 
4 for all x є B do 
4.1 for all y є res(x) do 
4.1.1 if y (not є) A then 
4.1.1.1 Insert(y, A) 
endif 
4.1.2 Insert(E, xy) 
endfor 
endfor 
End Construction of H = (A;B;E) 
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Algorithm Greedy Clustering (Figueroa et al. [21]) 
1 for i := 1 to n do 
1.1 Qi:= Ø; 
endfor 
2 for all x  є  A do 
2.1 Insert(x,Qdeg(x)) 
endfor 
3 for i := n to 1 do 
3.1 while Qi is not empty do 
3.1.1 x :=Delete(Qi) 
3.1.2 Begin reporting a new cluster 
3.1.3 for all y neighbor of x do 
3.1.3.1 Report(y) 
3.1.3.2 Delete(y) 
endfor 
3.1.4 Delete(x) 
endwhile 
endfor 
End Greedy Clustering 
 
 
 
We will now explain what the algorithms proposed in [21] do more in detail. Construction 
phase takes a set B (unresolved fingerprints set) and populates two sets (A and E). Degree of 
each node in A is calculated as its number of edges forming with elements in set B. After 
construction phase, all nodes from set A are stored in ordered queues. Each queue has same 
order so elements in a queue have same degrees. Queues are stored in way that a queue with 
highest order is accessed first. 
 

 
 
Fingerprint from highest order queue is fetched and all its neighbors are joined in a set to 
report one cluster (means cluster contains unresolved fingerprints that can be resolved to a 
same value). Set A, B, E and queues are updated accordingly to exclude reported data from 
rest of data. This process is repeated until set A is empty (all possible clusters have been 
reported). 
 
Approach to solve the problem is based on greedy strategy. In this strategy, an iterative 
approach is taken. On every decision level, the best possible option is chosen (largest 
possible cluster in this case). Greedy clustering process does not guarantee to always provide 
optimal solution but we have test this approach and often it comes up with optimal or a near 
optimal solution. 
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5.4 Findings of Study 

 
While implementing our problem using Java as well has Haskell, we made different 
observations and we are putting these observations in this document. It should not be taken 
as comparison of two languages. These two languages (Java and Haskell) are entirely 
different languages and entirely different approach is adopted in any of two languages while 
solving a typical problem. 

 

5.4.1 Syntax 

 
Syntax of Haskell is totally different from imperative languages like Java, C/C++ and it 
takes a while to be comfortable with its syntax for a person coming from C/C++ background 
but it suits best for a person with mathematical or research background. Once Haskell syntax 
is understood, it is a matter of fun. At the same time java syntax is purely object oriented. So 
it takes a lot of efforts from a person not having background of object oriented programming. 
 
User defined type in Java typically contains class declaration, data member in class, 
constructors to initialize objects and member functions. A new (user-defined) type in Java 
can typically be defined as: 
 public class ClassTypeName { 
 ClassDataMambers …. 
 
 ClassProcedures 

} 
e.g.  

 
public class Edge{ 
// Class Data Members Defined with private keyword 
private GraphNode unresolved, resolved; 
 
 
// Constructor that initializes new edge object 
public Edge (GraphNode g1, GraphNode g2){ 
 next = null; 
 unresolved = g1; 
 resolved = g2; 
} 
 
// a setter method for resolved node within current edge 
public void setResolved(GraphNode g){ 
 resolved = g; 
} 
 
// a setter method for unresolved node within current edge 
public void setUnresolved(GraphNode g){ 
 unresolved = g; 
} 
 
//getter method for resolved part of edge 
public GraphNode getResolved(){ 
 return resolved; 
} 
 
// getter method for unresolved part of edge 
public GraphNode getUnresolved(){ 
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 return unresolved; 
} 
 
} 
 
Haskell defines data type simply with only type structure declaration.  
type TypeName = Type-Structure 
e.g. 
type GraphNode = [Int] 
Data type related procedures are defined independent of type declaration. This way of 
defining data types is simpler for researchers since it is easier to understand as fingerprint 
node is a set or list of integers. 

 

5.4.2 Way of Thinking 

 
Haskell takes a pretty simple conceptual approach for solving problems. While solving a 
problem, problem solver have to take care of structures required, structures combinations 
and operations. Function or procedure is a key to problem solution. Design approach starts 
from identification of high level functions then intermediate level functions are defined and 
at the end low level functions that are actually solving small portions of a problem. High 
level functions are more about combining intermediate and low level functions in a way that 
solves the problem under discussion. Structures of data are defined only on “needed” basis. 
A structure is not defined until it is really “needed”. 
Haskell approach: 

1. High level functions identifications 
2. Intermediate functions identification to facilitate high level function to structure the 

solution 
3. Identification of structures necessary to solve the problem 
4. Identifying and implementing low level functions for solving typical small parts of 

complete problem 
 
This approach suits best to those who are conducting since they do not come from a 
programming background and it is hard for them to following pure object oriented 
programming way of thinking. If one observes in mathematical terms and Haskell supports 
this way. 
 
Java way of thinking for solution of a problem evolves in terms of objects and classes. Java 
programmers identify different user-defined types (classes), methods to perform necessary 
operations and generality of solution is also kept in mind (Java types are independent 
reusable codes). So Java code is a lot extendable, general purpose and containing many 
details.  
Java Style: 

1. Objects identification 
2. Objects interaction 
3. Reusability of code 
4. Emphasis on being general purpose (no emphasis on any typical instance of 

problem) 
5. Containing details (exception handling, things to facilitate general purpose solutions) 

 
This approach suits to a programmer with object oriented background because they are 
habitual of thinking in terms of objects and interfaces. 
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5.4.3 List/Set Operations 

 
Haskell is very rich language for list operations and a whole range of built-in operations are 
available for lists. This makes very suitable language to solve mathematical problems based 
on lists or sets.  
 
A long list of predefined-functions is available in Haskell including map, (++),concat, 
filter,head, last, tail, init, null, length, (!!), foldl, foldl1, scanl, scanl1, foldr, foldr1, scanr, 
scanr1,iterate, repeat, replicate, cycle,take, drop, splitAt, takeWhile, dropWhile, span, 
break,lines, words, unlines, unwords, reverse and many more functions are there to facilitate 
list operations. 
 
Java is not very rich in terms of built-in operations for lists. Also there is no such concept of 
lists in Java as it is available in Haskell. There is no similarity in an integer list and a 
character String object in java.  
 
Approach taken by Java is based on user defined types. 
Define list type (as single class or combination of some classes) 
Define methods to facilitate list operations 
Take benefit of some built-in operations, if available 
 
 

5.4.4 Approximate Algorithms 

 
Algorithms that cannot be solved using imperative languages are often solved using 
approximation algorithms without compromising efficiency significantly.  
 
Haskell solution for underlying approximation algorithm, i.e. CMV(p) took less effort and 
supported better way of thinking. Code was so simple and was close to actual way of solving 
the problem e.g. a list is a set of integers, an edge is a pair of two nodes etc. 
 
While implementing same problem with Java, problem faced was that way of thinking for 
problem solution and way of actual implementation were different. Problem was first 
thought and understood in its real meanings (sets, pairs etc) and later it was transformed in 
object oriented way to get things work. 
 

5.4.5 List Comprehension 
 
List comprehension is a phenomenon for defining lists using existing lists.  
 
Since Haskell is very rich language for list operations, it has also very efficient and 
comprehensive ways for list comprehension. It is similar to set builder notations in 
mathematics. 
e.g.  
list :: [Int] 
list = [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10] 
 
newlist :: [Int] 
newlist = [x*x |  x <- list]  
---- newlist is defined from existing list and contains values as square of values of existing 
list 
 
It has been declared earlier that Java does not facilitate programmer directly in terms of lists 
and list operations but Java facilitates greatly to define user defined lists and list operations. 
Not much built-in operations are available for this purpose. 
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5.4.6 Pattern Matching 
 
Pattern matching is a phenomenon in which one tries to identify the presence of a particular 
pattern within given data. Pattern matching can be used to know the relevance of data with a 
given pattern, identification of structures and replace / remove matching parts from the data. 
 
Pattern matching is a greater strength of Haskell. It offers clear syntax and flexible options 
for pattern matching. In the example given below, a function (reportOneCluster) has been 
defined and is provided to match with three given patterns. Whichever pattern matches best 
when function is called, will be executed. This thing gives programmer greater strength to 
define different patterns for different instances of same set of problem independently from 
each other. 
 
e.g. 
reportOneCluster :: [Queue]->[(GraphNode,GraphNode)]->[GraphNode] 
reportOneCluster [] _  = [] 
reportOneCluster _ []  = [] 
reportOneCluster (q:qs) elist 
 |(queNodes q) == []  = reportOneCluster qs elist 
 | otherwise  = (cluster (head (queNodes q)) elist) 
  

where 
maxDegreeNode = head (queNodes q) 

 
Java does not facilitate us for pattern matching in this way. In java, different instances of 
same problem (when solved using one function) are handled through conditional structures 
(if, if-else, switch statement). There is not built-in support for direct pattern matching in 
Java. 
 

5.4.7 Code Extension / Reusability 
 
Code reusability is a feature that describes reusability of same piece of code for different 
problems or reusing a tested piece of code as a part of some new code. Code extension refers 
to a situation when a code is enhanced with some new features to handle a greater set of 
problems or to handle some new instances of same problem. 
 
Since Haskell is functional-language so code extension or reusability is a bit complicated 
matter. Functions are more closely bound with underlying problem than the objects. It 
becomes hard to accommodate changes in problem set or add new functionality using 
functions. 
 
According to [36, 37], Java is pure object oriented language and follows object oriented 
paradigm. Code reusability and code extension are the key features of object oriented 
paradigm. So Java offers built-in support for code and object reusability in terms of class 
inheritance and polymorphism. Interfaces are also available in Java to extend code to any 
level. 
 

5.4.8 Algebraic Data Type 
 
Algebraic data types are a kind of composite types. Parts of algebraic data types are made up 
of other data types. One can define all constructors or an algebraic data type while defining 
it. 
e.g.  
data Maybe t1 = Changed t1 | Original t1| Nothing 
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Algebraic data types (ADTs) are fundamental part of Haskell. Haskell has built-in support 
for ADTs. ADTs in Haskell are closed and one has to define all possible constructors while 
defining an ADT. It is not possible to add more constructors for an ADT at runtime. [38] 
 
Java is an open language and if one can force (in some way) a class can have only limited 
number of sub-classes, algebraic data types can be implemented in Java as well. In current 
scenario, java does not support ADTs. 
 
5.4.9 Lazy Evaluation 
 
Lazy evaluation is a feature of specific set of programming language in which a computation 
(calculation) is delayed until it becomes “necessary” to evaluate that expression. Lazy 
evaluation gives significant performance increase as only desired or necessary calculations 
and processor’s cycles are not wasted in doing unnecessary computations. 
 
Haskell is a language that follows rule of lazy evaluation. Lazy evaluation feature enables 
Haskell to support infinite data structures. Haskell takes an approach for calling a function as 
call-by-need that means that a function is not called and is not evaluated until it becomes 
necessary to call it. 
 
e.g. x = expression-to-be-evaluated. 
In above statement, x is a variable in which expression-value will be stored. But variable x is 
in itself not very important from point of view of lazy evaluation criteria. x is important only 
when it is going to be used at any place later. So expression will not be evaluated until there 
comes a point when x is used in any further calculation or any operation. This thing happens 
even if program flow seems to be evaluating x before that point. 
 
Java is not the language supporting lazy evaluation. It does not delay expressions’ 
evaluation. Java typically program sequence and statements or expressions are evaluated in 
the order in which program instructions force them to. 
 
5.4.10 Readability 
 
Readability of code is defined as ease of reading and understanding of code. Readability of 
code is very important for programmers. Programming world is not a place where one 
always reads his own code or code from a specific group of people. There are situations 
when a programmer has to read and understand code written by other people. Such situations 
can include: 

1. Understanding contents of a code library 
2. Debugging and testing code written by others 
3. Finding a specific component of a large project 
4. Extending or reusing existing code in a new project  

 
Java language code is a lot more readable than other languages. Java standards are well 
thought and understood. Java strongly recommends code writing with readability in mind. 
Class descriptions, function prototypes, automated documentation and user comments help 
code to be more readable and understandable. 
 
e.g.  
// A class to maintain the queue of NodeSets 
public class Queue{ 
 // data member that stores degree of current 
 private int degree; 
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 // first nodeset of que 
 private NodeSet que; 
 
// constructor that initializes que with given degree 
public Queue(int d){ 
 que = new NodeSet(); 
 degree = d; 
} 
 
// tells whether queue is empty or not 
boolean isEmpty(){ 

return que.isEmpty(); 
} 
 
// adds node in nodeset 
void addNode(GraphNode gn){ 

que.addNode(gn); 
} 
 
// sets degree of queue 
void setDegree(int d){ 

degree = d; 
} 
 
// returns degree of queue 
int getDegree(){ 

return degree; 
} 
 
// removes node from que data member 
GraphNode removeNode(){ 

return que.removeStart(); 
}  
 
} // End of class Queue 
 
With increased size of code written using Haskell, code readability decreases considerably. 
List comprehension and other Haskell features make is efficient and compact but on the 
other hand readability of code is suffered.  
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE 

WORK 
 
 
We have conducted an initial explorative study that makes use of approximation algorithm 
with greedy approach to solve the problem clustering fingerprints with at most p missing 
values (CMV(p) for short). Two techniques have been used for solving the same problem 
using Object Oriented (Java) and Functional programming (Haskell). Problem requires 
clustering of DNA fingerprints in a way that reduces total number of clusters formed. A 
greedy approach was proposed [21] to solve the problem. In [21] it has been proved that the 
value of any solution returned by the algorithm in [21] always is upper bounded by min(1 + 
ln n, 2 + p ln n) times OPT, where OPT denotes an optimal solution of the aforementioned 
problem.  
 
The main aim of our study was to determine the degree of suitability of programming 
languages, in particular functional programming languages, for approximation algorithms, in 
particular approximate clustering algorithms. From our literature study and our practical 
experiences, we found that different features of Haskell include its simple syntax, built-in 
support for mathematical and algebraic data structures, rich operations for lists and list 
comprehension, pattern matching, emphasis on abstraction to a higher degree then Java. Our 
implementation of the approximate clustering algorithm uses the aforementioned features, 
thus Haskell is an excellent choice for implementation in this case. “Haskell is a general 
purpose, purely functional programming language featuring static typing, higher order 
functions, polymorphism, type classes and monadic effects” [39].  According to our 
observations, features described earlier are strong enough to attract new learners as well as 
experienced programmers. 
 
With our work, we think that a new window of opportunity has been explored with more 
emphasis. A language (Haskell) has been explored that supports and promotes 
mathematicians way of thinking and provides built-in support for complicated research 
problems that are hard to implement in imperative languages. Its syntax is simple and once 
one gets comfortable with it, programming is a lot easier and well aligned with human 
thought process. 
 
A whole lot of problems and problem domains can be facilitated using Haskell whose 
features best suit equally to new learners and experienced programmers. 
 
An interesting future work would be to conduct an observation study on undergraduate 
lectures in approximation algorithms, where a functional language (e.g., Haskell) is actually 
used for implementation of the algorithms.  
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APPENDIX A (JAVA CODE) 
 

1. TestWork Class: 
 
public class TestWork{ 
static NodeSet A; 
static NodeSet B; 
static EdgeSet E; 
static QueSet q1; 
 
static int [][]data =  
{{0,1, -1,0,-1},{1,1,-1,-1,0},{-1,0,1,-1,0},{0,-1,1,0,1},{1,-1,0,-1,0},{-1,1,1,0,1}}; 
 
// start if main function of code 
public static void main(String []args){ 

B = new NodeSet(); 
A = new NodeSet(); 
E = new EdgeSet(); 
   
// populating B value 
for(int i=data.length-1; i>=0; i--) { 
B.addNode(new GraphNode(data[i].length, data[i])); 
} 

 
  

construct(); 
int count = 1; 
   
while(!A.isEmpty()){ 
populateDegrees(); 
NodeSet cluster1 = reportOneCluster(); 
if(cluster1 == null)  

{ 
System.out.println("No cluster to show");  
break; 
} 

 
System.out.println("Cluster # "+count++); 
System.out.println(cluster1.printNodeSet()); 
   
E.updateEdgeSet(cluster1); 
A.updateNodes(E); 
} 

} 
 
public static void construct(){   
 while(!B.isEmpty()){ 
 GraphNode st = B.removeStart(); 
 GraphNode []res = st.resolve(); 
 

for(int i=0; i<res.length; i++){  
// putting resolved finger prints  
 // into A 
A.addNode(res[i]);   
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Edge e1 = new Edge(st, res[i]);   
 E.addEdge(e1);    
 // //creating & putting edges in E 
 

} // End of for loop 
 } // End of while loop  
} // End of function 
 
  
public static void initializeEmptyQueues(){ 
 int max = A.getMaxDegree(); 
 q1 = new QueSet(max); 
}  
// End of function initializeEmptyQueues 
 
public static void populateDegrees(){ 
 GraphNode ns = A.getStart(); 
 while(ns != null){ 

 ns.setEdgeDegree(E.getDegree(ns)); 
 ns = ns.getNext(); 

 } 
} // End of function populateDegrees 
 
public static NodeSet reportOneCluster(){ 

GraphNode cQ = A.getMaxDegreeNode(); 
if(A.isEmpty() || cQ == null) return null; 
NodeSet cluster = new NodeSet(); 
//Queue maxQ = q1.getMaxDegreeQue(); 
//GraphNode cQ = maxQ.removeNode(); 
int []data1 = cQ.getValue(); 

 
   
 Edge eStart = E.getStart(); 
 while(eStart != null){ 
  GraphNode eNode = eStart.getResolved(); 
  if(eNode.isEqual(data1)){ 
  GraphNode gn = eStart.getUnresolved(); 
  GraphNode st = new GraphNode(gn); 
  cluster.addNode(st); 
    } 
  eStart = eStart.getNext(); 

} 
   
return cluster; 
} // End of function reportOneCluster 
} // End of class TestWork 
 

 

2. GraphNode Class: 
 
public class GraphNode { 
 
// A DNA finger print is an integer array 
int [] fingerPrint; 
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// edgeDegree is an integer value representing number of  
//GraphNodes directly connecting to current GraphNode object 
int edgeDegree; 
 
// next refers to next node (used in NodeSet class) 
GraphNode next;  
 
// A constructor that initializes new GraphNode object using data from  
// an existing GraphNode object 
public GraphNode(GraphNode n){ 
 fingerPrint = new int[n.getValue().length]; 
 int [] a = n.getValue(); 
  
 for(int i=0; i<fingerPrint.length; i++) 
 fingerPrint [i]= a[i]; 
 
 edgeDegree = n.getEdgeDegree(); 
 next = null;  
} 
 
// A constructor that initializes new GraphNode object using data from  
// from an integer array 
public GraphNode(int length, int []data) { 
 fingerPrint = new int[length]; 
 edgeDegree = 0; 
 next = null; 

 
 for(int i=0; i<length; i++) 
 fingerPrint [i] = data[i];   

} 
 
// setter method for edgeDegree class attribute 
public void setEdgeDegree(int deg){ 
 edgeDegree = deg; 
} 
 
// getter method for edgeDegree class attribute 
public int getEdgeDegree(){ 

return edgeDegree; 
} 
  
// getter method for fingerprint data 
public int [] getValue(){ 

return fingerPrint; 
} 
 
// function that sets 0 to first resolvable value 
public void setZero(){ 
 for(int i=0; i<fingerPrint.length; i++) { 
 if (fingerPrint[i] == -1)  
 {  // we are setting 0 to first unresolved value 
  fingerPrint[i] = 0; 
  break; 
 } // End of if condition 
 } // End of for-loop  
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} // End of function setZero 
 
// function that sets 1 to first resolvable value 
public void setOne(){ 
 for(int i=0; i<fingerPrint.length; i++) { 
  if (fingerPrint[i] == -1) { 
  fingerPrint[i] = 1; 
  break; 
  } // End of if-condition 
 } // End of for-loop  
} 
 
// A function that checks whether fingerprint data from current object is exactly 
// same as a given array data  
public boolean isEqual (int [] data){ 
 
 // if array lengths are not equal, data is not same 
 if(data.length != fingerPrint.length) 
 return false; 
  
 // if any one value in firgerprints is not same, data does not match 
 for(int i=0; i<fingerPrint.length; i++){ 
 if(fingerPrint[i] != data[i]) 
 return false; 
 } 
 return true; // now we are sure that data is same 
} 
 
// this function returns the degree of resolution for current object 
public int getResolveDegree(){ 
int degree = 0; 

for(int i=0; i<fingerPrint.length; i++) 
if(fingerPrint[i] == -1) degree++; 

 
return degree; 
} 
// This function returns the resolved fingerprints set for current unresolved 
// fingerprint 
public GraphNode[] resolve(){ 
GraphNode []res = new GraphNode[0]; 
 
// getting resolution degree for current object 
int degree = getResolveDegree(); 
 // if either degree is zero or greater than two, 
 // we shall not resolve that 
 if (degree == 0 || degree > 2) { 
 res = new GraphNode[0]; 
 } 
  
 // if resolution degree is 1 then resolved vectors are 2 
 // one resolved with 0 and other with 1 

else if (degree == 1){ 
res = new GraphNode[2]; 
res[0] = new GraphNode(fingerPrint.length, fingerPrint);  
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res[0].setZero(); 
res[1] = new GraphNode(fingerPrint.length, fingerPrint); 
res[1].setOne(); 
} 

  
 // if resolution degree is 2 then resolved vectors are 4 
 // with resolved values respectively 00, 01, 10 and 11 
 
 else if(degree == 2){ 
 res = new GraphNode[4]; 
  
 res[0] = new GraphNode(fingerPrint.length, fingerPrint); 
 res[0].setZero(); res[0].setZero(); 
 
 res[1] = new GraphNode(fingerPrint.length, fingerPrint); 
 res[1].setZero(); res[1].setOne(); 
 
 res[2] = new GraphNode(fingerPrint.length, fingerPrint); 
 res[2].setOne(); res[2].setZero(); 
 
 res[3] = new GraphNode(fingerPrint.length, fingerPrint); 
 res[3].setOne(); res[3].setOne(); 
 } 
return res; 
} 
 
//A function that retruns our fingerprint in the form of a string 
public String printNode(){ 
String value= "{"; 
  

for(int i=0; i<fingerPrint.length; i++) 
value += (fingerPrint[i] + ","); 
 
value += "}"; 
 

return value; 
} 
 
// a setter function to set reference for next GraphNode in NodeSet 
public void setNext(GraphNode n){ 
 next = n; 
} 
 
// A getter method for GraphNode 
public GraphNode getNext(){ 
 return next; 
} 
 
} 
 

 

3. NodeSet Class: 
 
public class NodeSet { 
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 // Strating node for NodeSet 
 GraphNode start; 
 // Next nodeset reference 
 NodeSet next; 
 
// Construction to initialize an empty NodeSet 
public NodeSet(){ 

start = null; 
next = null; 

} 
  
public void updateNodes(EdgeSet edges){ 
// starting from first node of NodeSet 
GraphNode st = start; 
 

// move until you reach end of set 
while(st != null){ 
if (edges.hasEdgeWithGivenResolvedValue(st) == false) 
removeNode(st.getValue()); 
st = st.getNext(); 
}  

} 
 
// returns start node of nodeset 
public GraphNode getStart(){ 
return start; 
} 
 
// A method that returns a GraphNode from current 
// nodeset with maximum nodedegree otherwise it  
// returns null (in case of empty nodeset) 
public GraphNode getMaxDegreeNode(){ 

int maxDegree = getMaxDegree(); 
if(maxDegree == 0) return null; 
GraphNode st = start; 
while(st != null){ 
if(st.getEdgeDegree() == maxDegree) return st; 
st = st.getNext(); 
} 

return null;  
} 
 
// A method that returns maximum degree value of a GraphNode 
// from our NodeSet (0 degree for empty set) 
public int getMaxDegree(){ 

GraphNode ns = start; 
int deg = 0;  
 
while(ns != null){ 
int d = ns.getEdgeDegree(); 
if(d > deg) deg = d; 
ns = ns.getNext(); 
} 

return deg; 
} 
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// A function to remove starting node from our NodeSet and 
// adjusting the references 
public GraphNode removeStart(){ 

GraphNode st = start; 
if(st == null) return null; 
start = st.getNext(); 
st.setNext(null); 

return st; 
} 
 
// A function that returns true if our nodeset is empty otherwise 
// it returns false 
public boolean isEmpty(){ 
 return (start == null); 
} 
 
// A method that adds a GraphNode to current NodeSet 
// If node already exists in NodeSet, simply returns 
public void addNode(GraphNode n){ 
 if(isThere(n)) return; 
 else { 
 n.setNext(start); 
 start = n; 
 } 
} 
 
// A method that checks whether a given GraphNode already exist 
// in current NodeSet or not 
public boolean isThere(GraphNode n){ 
GraphNode s = start; 
if(start == null) return false; 

while(s != null){ 
if(s.isEqual(n.getValue())) return true; 
s = s.getNext(); 
} 

return false; 
} 
 
// A method that removes GraphNode from current NodeSet 
// a given fingerprint value 
public GraphNode removeNode(int [] data){ 
 int [] value = data; 
 GraphNode st = start; 
 if (st == null) return null; 
 

 if (st.isEqual(value))  
 { 
 start = start.getNext();  
 return st; 
 } 

   
 while(st.getNext()!=null && st.isEqual(value) == false) 
 st = st.getNext(); 
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 if(st.getNext() == null) return null; 
 else { 
 GraphNode s1 = st.getNext(); 
 if(s1.getNext() == null) {st.setNext(null);} 
 else { 
 st.setNext(s1.getNext());  
 } 
 return s1; 
 } 

} 
 
// A method that returns String form of our NodeSet  
public String printNodeSet(){ 
GraphNode st = start; 
String ns = "["; 
  
 while(st != null){ 
 ns += st.printNode(); 
 st = st.getNext(); 
 } 
 ns += "]"; 
return ns; 
} 
 
// getter method next nodeset 
public NodeSet getNext(){ 
 return next; 
} 
 
// setter method for next nodeset 
public void setNext(NodeSet ns){ 
 next = ns; 
} 
} 
 

 
// Edge class class represents a connection between two GraphNodes (one node is  
// resolved and other is unsolved) 

4.  Edge Class: 
  
public class Edge{ 
// Two graph nodes, one is unresolved and second is resolved 
// we think that pair is connected through an edge 
private GraphNode unresolved, resolved; 
 
// Next edge (used for edge set) 
private Edge next; 
 
// Constructor that initializes current edge with given nodes pair 
// and next edge to null value  
public Edge (GraphNode g1, GraphNode g2){ 
 next = null; 
 unresolved = g1; 
 resolved = g2; 
} 
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// a setter method for resolved node within current edge 
public void setResolved(GraphNode g){ 
 resolved = g; 
} 
 
// a setter method for unresolved node within current edge 
public void setUnresolved(GraphNode g){ 
 unresolved = g; 
} 
 
//getter method for resolved part of edge 
public GraphNode getResolved(){ 
 return resolved; 
} 
 
// getter method for unresolved part of edge 
public GraphNode getUnresolved(){ 
 return unresolved; 
} 
 
  
public void setNext(Edge n){ 
 next = n; 
} 
 
// getter method for next edge 
public Edge getNext(){ 
 return next; 
} 
 
// a method that returns edge as a string 
public String printEdge(){ 
 String output = "(" +unresolved.printNode()+", " + resolved.printNode()+") 

"; 
 return output; 
} 
 
} 
 

 

5.  EdgeSet Class: 
// a class for maintaining the edges as a set 
 
public class EdgeSet { 
// starting node of edge set 
Edge start; 
 
// Constructor of edgeset class, initializes an empty edgeset 
public EdgeSet(){ 

start = null; 
} 
 
// a method that adds new edge to the start of edgeset 
void addEdge(Edge e1){ 
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 Edge st = start; 
 if (st == null) {start = e1; return;} 
 else if (isThere(e1)) return; 
 else { 
 e1.setNext(start); 
 start = e1; 

 } 
  
} 
 
// a method that returns starting node of edgeset 
public Edge getStart(){ 

return start; 
} 
 
// a method that checks whether a given edge exists 
// within same edgeset or not 
boolean isThere (Edge e){ 

Edge st = start; 
if(st == null || e == null)  
return false; 

 
while(st != null){ 
boolean b1 = st.getResolved().isEqual(e.getResolved().getValue()); 
boolean b2 = st.getUnresolved().isEqual(e.getUnresolved().getValue()); 
if(b1 == true && b2 == true) return true; 
st = st.getNext(); 
} 

 
 return false; 
} 
 
// a method that returns degree of current edgeset  
int getDegree (GraphNode res){ 

Edge st = start; 
return degree(st, res);  

} 
 
int degree(Edge s, GraphNode r){ 

if(s == null)  
return 0; 
 
if(s.getResolved().isEqual(r.getValue())) 

return (1 + degree(s.getNext(), r)); 
else 

return degree(s.getNext(), r); 
} 
  
//  a method that updates current edgeset using a given 
// nodeset 
void updateEdgeSet(NodeSet set) 
{  

GraphNode s = set.getStart(); 
int count = 0; 
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while(s != null){ 
removeEdges(s); 
s = s.getNext(); 
} 

} 
 
// this method checks whether current edgeset has an edge with 
// given resolved node value or not 
boolean hasEdgeWithGivenResolvedValue(GraphNode res){ 
 Edge st = start; 

 while(st != null){ 
 if(st.getResolved().isEqual(res.getValue()))  
 return true; 

 st = st.getNext(); 
 } 

 return false; 
} 
 
// a method that removes all edges from current edgeset 
// that have resolved part of their edge as given node value  
void removeEdges(GraphNode n){ 

int [] nValue = n.getValue(); 
Edge e1 = start; 
if(e1 == null) return; 
Edge e2 = e1.getNext();  
boolean flag = true; 
 

while(e2 != null){    
if(e2.getUnresolved().isEqual(nValue)){ 
e1.setNext(e2.getNext()); 
e2.setNext(null); 
flag = false; 
} 

 
if(flag == true ) 
e1 = e1.getNext(); 

   
e2 = e1.getNext(); 
flag = true; 
} 

 
e1 = start; 
if(e1.getUnresolved().isEqual(nValue)){ 
start = e1.getNext(); 
e1.setNext(null); 
} 
 

} 
 
// a method that returns the current edgeset as a String 
public String printEdgeSet() 
{ 

String output = ""; 
Edge s = start; 
int count = 1; 
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while(s != null){ 
output += s.printEdge()+(count++)+"\n"; 
s = s.getNext(); 
} 

return output; 
} 
 
 public boolean isEmpty(){ 
 return start == null; 
 } 
} 
 

 

6. Queue Class: 
 
// A class to maintain the queue of NodeSets 
public class Queue{ 
 // data member that stores degree of current 
 private int degree; 
 
 // first nodeset of quue 
 private NodeSet que; 
 
 // next queue in queset 
 private Queue next; 
 
// constructor that initializes que with given degree 
public Queue(int d){ 
 que = new NodeSet(); 
 next = null; 
 degree = d; 
} 
 
// tells whether queue is empty or not 
boolean isEmpty(){ 

return que.isEmpty(); 
} 
 
// adds node in nodeset 
void addNode(GraphNode gn){ 

que.addNode(gn); 
} 
 
// sets degree of queue 
void setDegree(int d){ 

degree = d; 
} 
 
// returns degree of queue 
int getDegree(){ 

return degree; 
} 
 
// removes node from que data member 
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GraphNode removeNode(){ 
return que.removeStart(); 

}  
 
// sets next queue reference 
void setNext(Queue n){ 

next = n; 
} 
 
// returns next queue reference 
Queue getNext(){ 

return next; 
} 
 
// returns queue value as a string 
public String printQueue(){ 

return "\"[" +degree + ", " +que.printNodeSet() + "\"]"; 
} 
 
} 
 

 

7. QueSet Class: 
 
// a class to manage queues in as a set 
public class QueSet{ 
// starting queue of queset 
Queue start; 
 
// initialization of queset with given size  
public QueSet(int size){ 

int value = size; 
 

if(value <= 0){ 
start = null; 
return; 
} 

 
start = new Queue(value--); 
Queue q1 = start; 
 

while(value > 0){ 
Queue q2 = new Queue(value--); 
q1.setNext(q2); 
q1 = q2; 
} 

q1.setNext(null); 
} 
 
  
// removing starting queue from queset 
public void removeQue(){ 

if(start.isEmpty()) 
{ 
Queue q1 = start.getNext(); 
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start = q1; 
} 

} 
 
// returns queue from current queset with maximum degree value 
public Queue getMaxDegreeQue(){ 

if(start.isEmpty()) removeQue(); 
return start; 

} 
 
// returns queueset as a string 
public String printAllQueues(){ 
 Queue q1 = start; 
 String st = ""; 
  

 while(q1 != null){ 
 st += q1.printQueue() + ",,"; 
 q1 = q1.getNext(); 
 } 

 return st; 
} 
 
// adds given GraphNode to appropriate queue 
public void addNodeToProperQueue(GraphNode n){ 
 Queue q1 = start; 
 int s = start.getDegree(); 
 int d1 = n.getEdgeDegree(); 
 for(int i=0; i<(s-d1); i++) 
 q1 = q1.getNext(); 
 q1.addNode(n); 
} 
 
// adds all nodes from a given nodeset to appropriate queues 
public void addAllNodesInQueues(NodeSet ns){ 
 GraphNode s = ns.getStart(); 

 
while(s != null){   
  
GraphNode temp = new GraphNode(s); 
addNodeToProperQueue(temp); 
s = s.getNext();  
} 

} 
 
} // End of QueSet class 
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APPENDIX B (HASKELL CODE) 
 
 
-- GraphNode is a type of Int Array 

type GraphNode = [Int] 
 
-- (GraphNode, Int) is a pair describing GraphNode and its Degree 
type NodeDegree = (GraphNode, Int) 
    
--  A Queue is a pair containing an Int  
--(Queue Degree) and GraphNode Array 
type Queue = (Int, [GraphNode])   
 
-- a function that returns queDegree 
queDegree :: Queue -> Int 
queDegree que  = fst que  
 
-- a function that returns node values from queue 
queNodes :: Queue -> [GraphNode] 
queNodes que = snd que 
 
-- a function that returns signature value from a node degree 
signatureValue :: NodeDegree -> GraphNode 
signatureValue (g, d) = g 
 
-- a function that returns degree value of NodeDegree 
degreeValue :: NodeDegree -> Int 
degreeValue (g, d) = d 
 
queues :: [Queue] 
queues = [] 
 
-- Test Data Set 1 
bValue :: [GraphNode] 
bValue = [[1,0, -1,1,-1],[1,1,-1,-1,0],[1,-1,0,1,1],[-1,1,1,0,0],[0,1,-1,-1,1],[0,0,-1,1,-1]] 
 
-- Test Data Set 2 
--bValue :: [GraphNode] 
--bValue = [[0,1, -1,0,-1],[1,1,-1,-1,0],[-1,0,1,-1,0],[0,-1,1,0,1],[1,-1,0,-1,0],[-1,1,1,0,1]] 
 
-- empty set of grphnodes  
aValue :: [GraphNode] 
aValue = [] 
 
-- empty set of edges 
eValue ::[(GraphNode,GraphNode)] 
eValue = [] 
 
-- Not resolvable = 0, otherwise degree of unresolved values 
isResolvable :: GraphNode -> Int    
isResolvable [] = 0 
isResolvable (x:xs) 
 | (x == 0 || x == 1)  = isResolvable xs 
 | otherwise  = 1 + isResolvable xs 
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-- replace first unresolved value in fingerprint with a 0 
changeWithZero :: GraphNode->GraphNode 
changeWithZero []   = [] 
changeWithZero (x:xs) 
 | x == (-1)  = 0:xs 
 | otherwise  = x:(changeWithZero xs) 
 
-- replace first unresolved value in fingerprint with a 1 
changeWithOne :: GraphNode->GraphNode 
changeWithOne  [] = [] 
changeWithOne (x:xs) 
 | x == (-1)  = 1:xs 
 | otherwise  = x  : (changeWithOne xs) 
 
-- this functions resolves the graphnodes 
-- if degree is zero then empty set 
-- if degree is one, resolved in two nodes 
-- if degree is 2, resolved in 4 nodes 
resolve :: GraphNode ->[GraphNode] 
resolve gn 

| (isResolvable gn) == 0 = [gn] 
| (isResolvable gn) == 1 =  
[(changeWithZero gn), (changeWithOne gn)] 
| (isResolvable gn) == 2 =  
[changeWithZero (changeWithZero gn), changeWithOne (changeWithZero 
gn),changeWithZero (changeWithOne gn),changeWithOne (changeWithOne 
gn)] 
| otherwise   = [] 

 
-- insert a graphnode in Set A 
insertInA :: GraphNode->[GraphNode] 
insertInA gn = gn : aValue 
 
-- this function inserts a new edge in Set E 
insertInE :: GraphNode->GraphNode-
>[(GraphNode,GraphNode)] 
insertInE gn1 gn2 = (gn1,gn2) : eValue 
 
-- this function checks whether or not given graphnode fingerprint is  
-- in given nodeset 
isFingerprintThere :: [GraphNode]->GraphNode->Bool 
isFingerprintThere [] g = False 
isFingerprintThere (x:xs) g 
 | x == g   = True 
 | otherwise  = isFingerprintThere xs g 
-- this function inserts an edge to Set E 
insertEdgeToE :: [(GraphNode, GraphNode)]->(GraphNode, GraphNode)->[(GraphNode, 
GraphNode)] 
insertEdgeToE ev en = en:(ev) 
 
-- this function inserts node to Set A 
insertNodeToA :: [GraphNode]->GraphNode->[GraphNode] 
insertNodeToA av gn 

| (isFingerprintThere av gn)==True = av 
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| otherwise = gn:av 
 
-- this method receives a node and a nodeset 
-- it creates edges from node with all nodes in nodeset 
-- it returns set of all edges formed 
insertAllEdges ::GraphNode -> [GraphNode] -> [(GraphNode,GraphNode)]->[(GraphNode, 
GraphNode)] 
insertAllEdges bv [] ev = ev 
insertAllEdges bv (y:ys) ev = insertAllEdges bv ys (insertEdgeToE ev (bv,y)) 
 
-- this function inserts all nodes of a nodeset into 
-- set A 
insertAllNodes :: [GraphNode]->[GraphNode]->[GraphNode] 
insertAllNodes av [] = av 
insertAllNodes av (y:ys) = insertAllNodes (insertNodeToA av y) ys 
 
-- this function constructs set A, set B, set E 
construction :: [GraphNode]->[GraphNode]->[(GraphNode, GraphNode)]-
>([GraphNode],[(GraphNode,GraphNode)])  
construction aval [] eval = (aval,eval) 
construction aval (b:bs) eval  = (construction (insertAllNodes aval (resolve b)) bs 
(insertAllEdges b (resolve b) eval)) 
 
------------------------ Construction is done successfully 
------------------------ Construction step returns the the pair of two sets 
------------------------ (set1, set2) 
------------------------ set1 = set of resolved fingerprints 
------------------------ set2 = set of edges (unresolved, resolved)  
 
-- this function calculates the degree of given graphnode within given edge list 
countDegree :: GraphNode-> [(GraphNode, GraphNode)]->Int 
countDegree g [] = 0 
countDegree g (e:es) 

| (snd e) == g  = 1 + countDegree g es 
| otherwise  = countDegree g es  

 
-- returns the set of node degrees 
printDegrees :: ([GraphNode], [(GraphNode,GraphNode)])->[NodeDegree] 
printDegrees ([], _)  = [] 
printDegrees ((g:gs), edges) = [(g, countDegree g edges)] ++ (printDegrees (gs, 
edges)) 
 
--maxDegree will calculate maximum degree 
-- call it like e.g. maxDegree 0 listOfDegrees 
calculateMaxDegree :: [NodeDegree]->Int 
calculateMaxDegree nd = maxDegree (snd (unzip nd)) 
-------- 
 
-- returns the maximum degree from a list of degrees 
maxDegree :: [Int] -> Int 
maxDegree    [] = 0 
maxDegree (x:[])  = x 
maxDegree (x:xs) 
 | x > (head xs)  = maxDegree (x:(tail xs)) 
 | otherwise  = maxDegree xs 
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---- 
-- this function initializes empty queues with their quedegrees only 
initializeEmptyQueues :: Int->[Queue]->[Queue] 
initializeEmptyQueues (-1) qs = qs 
initializeEmptyQueues value qs = initializeEmptyQueues (value-1) ((value, []):qs) 
 
-- 
-- populates queue with appropriate values 
populateQueues :: [Queue]->[NodeDegree]->[Queue] 
populateQueues qlist [] = qlist 
populateQueues qlist (x:xs)  = populateQueues (putInQueue qlist x) xs 
----- 
 -- 
 
putInQueue :: [Queue]->NodeDegree->[Queue] 
putInQueue list nd = quelist 

where 
two = splitAt ((degreeValue nd)+1) list 
f = fst two 
s = snd two 
f1 = init f 
lst = last f 
nodes = queNodes lst 
newnodes = (signatureValue nd): nodes 
myque = ((degreeValue nd), newnodes) 
quelist = f1 ++ [myque] ++ s 
 

----- 
 
fillQueues :: [NodeDegree]->[Queue] -- ## whenever this function is called queues are 
reversed 
fillQueues nd = reverse qs 
 where 
 mx = calculateMaxDegree nd 
 emptyQs = initializeEmptyQueues mx queues 
 qs = populateQueues emptyQs nd  
 
--------------- 
 
-- this function reports largest possible cluster at every stage 
reportOneCluster :: [Queue]->[(GraphNode,GraphNode)]->[GraphNode] 
reportOneCluster [] _  = [] 
reportOneCluster _ []  = [] 
reportOneCluster (q:qs) elist 
 |(queNodes q) == []  = reportOneCluster qs elist 
 | otherwise  = (cluster (head (queNodes q)) elist) 
  

where 
maxDegreeNode = head (queNodes q) 

 
cluster :: GraphNode->[(GraphNode, GraphNode)]->[GraphNode] 
cluster maxDegreeNode [] = [] 
cluster maxDegreeNode (e:es) 
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| maxDegreeNode == snd e =  
[(fst e)] ++ (cluster maxDegreeNode es) 
| otherwise   = cluster maxDegreeNode es 

 
--------- 
updateEdges :: [(GraphNode, GraphNode)]->[GraphNode]->[(GraphNode, GraphNode)]  
 
-- it takes total edges and newly formed cluster 
updateEdges edges [] = edges 
updateEdges edges (c:cs) = updateEdges (deleteEdges edges c) cs 
 
deleteEdges :: [(GraphNode, GraphNode)]->GraphNode->[(GraphNode, GraphNode)] 
deleteEdges [] cn = [] 
deleteEdges (e:es) c 
 | c == (fst e)  = deleteEdges es c 
 | otherwise  = [e] ++ deleteEdges es c 
 
------------------ 
------------------ 
 
updateNodes :: [(GraphNode, GraphNode)]->[GraphNode]->[GraphNode] 
updateNodes elist [] = [] 
updateNodes elist (n:ns) 
 | (hasEdge n elist) == True   
 = [n] ++ (updateNodes elist ns) 
 | otherwise     
 = updateNodes elist ns 
 
hasEdge :: GraphNode->[(GraphNode, GraphNode)]->Bool 
hasEdge g []  = False 
hasEdge g (e:es) 
 | g == (snd e) = True 
 | otherwise = hasEdge g es 
 
---------------------- 
----------------------- 
 
updateQueues :: [(GraphNode, GraphNode)]->[GraphNode]-> [Queue] 
updateQueues elist nodes = qs 

where 
q1 :: [Queue] 
q1 = [] 
c = (nodes, elist) 
nodeDegrees = printDegrees c 
mx = calculateMaxDegree nodeDegrees 
emptyQs = initializeEmptyQueues mx q1 
qs1 = populateQueues emptyQs nodeDegrees 
qs = reverse qs1 

 
-------------- 
--------- 
 
reportAllClusters :: [Queue]->[(GraphNode,GraphNode)]->[GraphNode]->[[GraphNode]] 
reportAllClusters [] _ _ = [] 
reportAllClusters (q:qs) elist nodes 
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| (queDegree q) == 0 = [] 
| otherwise   =  
[clusterValue] ++ (reportAllClusters newQueues newEdges newNodes) 
 
where 
clusterValue = reportOneCluster (q:qs) elist 
newEdges = updateEdges elist clusterValue 
newNodes = updateNodes newEdges nodes 
newQueues = updateQueues newEdges newNodes 

 
 
--------------------- 
 
allClusters :: [[GraphNode]] 
allClusters = reportAllClusters qs edges nodes 
 where 
 c = (construction aValue bValue eValue) 
 nodeDegrees = printDegrees c 
 qs = fillQueues nodeDegrees 
 edges = snd c 
 nodes = fst c 
 
-------------- 

 

 


